What’s Up
May 2019

What’s Up
Constellations
Mid May
at 10.30pm

What’s Up
Planets – May 2019 (ephemeris for the 15

th

of the month)

Planet

Rises Culm Sets Mag

Comments

Mercury

05:05 12:30 19:57

-1.5

Mercury passes through superior conjunction on the 21st and is
not well placed for observing from Guildford this month

Venus

04:34 11:24 18:15

-3.8

Venus is a morning object very poorly placed for viewing this
moth

Mars

07:09 15:28 23:46

1.7

Mars’s long apparition in our evening skies comes to and end
this month

-2.4

Jupiter rises before midnight and is observable from about 1am
through to dawn. At 3am it reaches its highest altitude of 15
degrees.

0.4

Saturn rises a couple of hours after Jupiter and becomes
observable from 3am but its low position will make it a difficult
target.

Jupiter

Saturn

23:00 02:59 06:53

00:57 04:58 09:00

Uranus

04:35 11:37 18:38

5.9

Uranus is not visible this month as it is passing through solar
conjunction on the 22nd of April. It will return to our skies in
June/July

Neptune

03:18 08:49 14:20

7.9

Neptune starts to emerge from the Dawn skies at the end of the
month but will be a very challenging target.

What’s Up
Smaller Bodies
Dwarf Planets
Pluto mag 14.3 in Sagittarius
Ceres mag 7.3 in Ophiuchus
Asteroids
Pallas mag 8.6 in Coma Berenices
Parthenope mag 9.5 in Libra
Flora mag 9.7 in Libra
Massalia mag 10.0 in Libra
Comets

What’s Up
Conjunctions
8th May

Close
approach of
Moon and
Mars
FOV 6.5°
10x50
Binoculars

What’s Up
Conjunctions
20th May

Close
approach of
Moon and
Jupiter
FOV 6.5°
10x50
Binoculars

What’s Up
Conjunctions
20th May

Close
approach of
Moon and
Ceres
FOV 4.0°
15x70
Binoculars

What’s Up
Conjunctions
22nd May

Close
approach of
Moon and
Saturn
FOV 4.0°
15x70
Binoculars

What’s Up
Conjunctions
23rd May

Close
approach of
Moon and
Pluto
FOV 2.5°
25x100
Binoculars

What’s Up
Meteor Showers
5-7th May
Eta Aquarids Meteor
Shower Peak
ZHR 30-40
The Moon will be 2
days old at the time of
peak activity.
Active from the 24th
April – 20th the peak
will fall between the
5th – 7th May

What’s Up
Observing Evenings
Next Scheduled Observing Evenings
Saturday 4th May
and/or
Saturday 1st June
Weather Permitting
At Albury

Please join us if you can

What’s Up
Events – May 2019
4th May – 2nd June

Visible ISS Passes

4th May

New Moon

4th May

GAS Members Observing Session

6th May

Eta-Aquarid meteor shower peak 40 ZHR

8th May

Close approach of the Moon and Mars

12th May

Moon at first Quarter

12th May

Asteroid 8 Flora at opposition

14th May

Asteroid 11 Parthenope at opposition

18th May

Full Moon

20th May

Close approach of the Moon and Jupiter

20th May

Close approach of the Moon and Ceres

20th May

Asteroid 20 Massalia at opposition

22nd May

Close approach of the Moon and Saturn

23rd May

Close approach of the Moon and Pluto

26th May

Moon at Last Quarter

29th May

Ceres at opposition

6th June

GAS Meeting

What’s Up
Suggested Objects
NGC 4244 – The Silver Needle Galaxy
Galaxy in Canes Venatici
NGC 4244 is an edge on spiral Galaxy that gets it’s name
from its appearance as a streak of light four times longer
than it is wide. It appears as a thin ghostly streak that
tapers to a point at both ends.

What’s Up
Suggested Objects
NGC 4631 – The Whale Galaxy
Galaxy in Canes Venatici
An enormous spiral galaxy seen edge on and appearing
slightly distorted into a wedge shape which has lead to
its being given the names the Whale or Herring Galaxy.
It’s companion dwarf galaxy NGC4627 lies close by.
While you are in the area look for NGC4656 the Hockey
Stick galaxy nearby.

What’s Up
Suggested Objects
NGC 6543 – The Cats Eye Nebula
Planetary Nebula in Draco
You will find NGC 6543 in the first loop of
Draco’s sinewy pattern. This one needs high
magnification due to its small size and plenty of
aperture otherwise it will look like a rather fat
star. Sadly even with a big amateur scope it
doesn’t look like the Hubble photos!

What’s Up
Suggested Objects
Alpha Herculis
Double Star in Hercules
A really lovely double star with an orange primary and a
blue/green companion. Alpha Herculis is also called
Rasalgethi. It is the bottommost bright star of Hercules,
nearly touching the star pattern of Ophiuchus. The
separation is fairly close at about 5”.

What’s Up
Suggested Objects
40 & 41 Draconis
Double Star in Draco
A Binary star system formed of two creamy coloured
stars located high in the northern regions of Draco. It
lies 170 Light years from us The pair shine at
magnitudes 5.7 and 6.1 and there is an unrelated 8th
mag star nearby.

What’s Up
Suggested Objects
Messier 104
The Sombrero Galaxy in Virgo
An edge on Spiral galaxy with an unusually large
central bulge and a massive dark dust lane that cuts
across the nucleus and gives it the appearance of a
Mexican hat. Visible in binoculars and small telescopes
larger instruments will show the central bulge and the
dust lane.

What’s Up
Suggested Objects
Messier 5
Globular Cluster in Serpens
One of the best globular clusters in the northern
skies M5 is nearly as impressive as M13. Bright
enough to be seen with the naked eye on a dark
night it will appear as a small fuzzy patch in good
binoculars. Find it by tracking west from Alpha
Serpentis

What’s Up
Suggested Objects
NGC 6210
Planetary Nebula in Hercules
NGC 6210 has a very high surface brightness,
making it a good target for small scopes and high
magnification. In telescopes less than 8 inches
NGC 6210 appears as a small, round, blue-green
disk. Larger instruments and/or a UHC or OIII
filter may reveal a faint outer shell

What’s Up
In the news

Parker Solar Probe makes second close
pass by Sun

NASA’s Parker Solar Probe
made its second close flyby
of the Sun this month on a
trajectory that carried it
within about 15 million miles
of the star’s visible surface
on 4 April. Peak velocity at
perihelion was about 343,00
kph (213,000 mph), fast
enough to fly between New
York and London 39 times in
one hour. During the
encounter, Parker’s four sets
of science instruments,
operating in the shade
provided by the spacecraft’s
sun shield, will be recording
data about the hightemperature corona.
The goal of the mission is to help researchers understand what causes the temperature between the Sun’s
visible surface and its outer atmosphere to jump to more than a million degrees.

What’s Up
In the news
Following a series of
tests conducted in
space over the past
five months, the ESAJAXA BepiColombo
mission has
successfully completed
its near-Earth
commissioning phase
and is now ready for
the operations that will
take place during the
cruise and, eventually,
for its scientific
investigations at
Mercury.

BepiColombo ready for long cruise to
Mercury

What’s Up
In the news
After years of preparation, observation
and data analysis, an international team
of astronomers has accomplished a feat
once thought impossible by definition:
capturing a direct image of a
supermassive black hole, or rather the
event horizon that marks the boundary
between normal space and the
unknowable interior. The remarkable
photo, shows a halo of dust and gas 500
million trillion km from Earth in the M87
Galaxy. The black hole image was
captured by the Event Horizon Telescope
(EHT) - a network of eight linked
telescopes
A NASA image shows the M87 galaxy, in the middle of which is
the black hole that was imaged for the first time earlier this
month (bottom-most box). The top zoomed-in box shows the
shockwaves caused by jets of plasma spewed out from the
black hole.
Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/IPAC/Event Horizon Telescope
Collaboration

‘Virtual’ telescope captures first direct
image of black hole

What’s Up
In the news
An Israeli-built spacecraft
seeking to become the first
privately-developed probe to
land on the Moon crashed on
descent Thursday, but the
mission was widely lauded as
a breakthrough for the
commercial space industry,
and Israeli prime minster
Benjamin Netanyahu said the
country would try again. Live
telemetry from the
Beresheet spacecraft, relayed
to mission control in Yehud,
Israel, through a NASA
tracking antenna in Spain,
indicated the lander ran into
trouble around 1919 GMT, six
minutes before its scheduled
landing time, at an altitude of
around 43,800 feet

Israeli probe crashes in attempt to
become first privately-funded Moon
lander

This image was taken by Beresheet at an altitude of 13.7 miles (22 kilometers) above the Moon and relayed
to mission controllers through NASA’s Deep Space Network. Credit: SpaceIL

What’s Up
In the news

SpaceX Falcon Heavy completes first
commercial mission.

SpaceX's Falcon Heavy
successfully launched its
first operational mission on
April 11th more than a year
after its demo mission
catapulted a cherry-red
Tesla and a dummy
nicknamed Starman into
space.
Falcon Heavy's second
flight, the first flight
featuring souped-up Block
5 versions of its component
rockets went off without a
hitch including a triplerocket landing.
The two side boosters came back on land and one, the central core, touched down on Spacex’s autonomous
space port drone ship, the Of Course I Still Love You in the Atlantic Ocean, off the Florida coast.
Unfortunately the central booster didn't complete its homeward journey intact: Rough seas claimed that
first stage during the drone ship's voyage back to shore. SpaceX also recovered both halves of the Payload
fairing which the company plan to reuse.

What’s Up

SpaceX Dragon Capsule suffers catastrophic
In the news explosion during static fire test.
Six weeks after the
spacecraft completed its
orbital launch debut,
SpaceX’s first flight-proven
Crew Dragon capsule
suffered a catastrophic
explosion seconds before a
planned SuperDraco test
fire. In the last nine years,
SpaceX has successfully
built, tested, launched, and
recovered Cargo and Crew
Dragons 18 times, including
five instances of Cargo
Dragon capsule reuse, all
with minor or no issues.
The April 20th event is the first time in the known history of SpaceX’s orbital spacecraft program that a
vehicle – in this case, the first completed and flight-proven Crew Dragon capsule – has suffered a total
failure. Regardless of the accident investigation’s ultimate conclusions, the road ahead of Crew Dragon’s first
crewed test flight has become far more arduous.

What’s Up
Next Meeting

Thursday
6th June
Professor Brad Gibson
University of Hull
How the Universe Will End…

